Innovative Safety Solutions

MASTER STOP™
Safety Tiles
Advantages
To be installed in
slippery locations

Made using recylced
PVC plastic

Safety tiles are
available with
and without grit
surface
Resistant to
industrial chemicals
Rises above
hazardous surfaces to
ensure drainage

Visit
www.surefootcorp.com
for additional installation
instructions

Made in USA

MASTER STOP® Safety Tiles
MASTER STOP® Safety
Tiles provide an anti-slip
and anti-fatigue flooring
while allowing you to rise
above slippery surfaces.
Sure-Foot’s grid design of chemical resistant
safety tiles ensure safe footing and promise
maximum drainage. Tiles are made from
recycled PVC plastic, making them ideal for
any work environment that has chemical or
water exposure. Safety tiles are resistant
to most industrial chemicals such as brake
fluid, transmission fluid and
petroleum oil. Tiles can be cleaned with a
hose or low-pressure power washer. Bleach
or industrial cleaners are acceptable.

» Grit-coated Safety Tile
Sure-Foot’s selection of Grit-Coated
Safety Tiles are perfect for when you
need non-slip industrial flooring that
allows you to rise above hazardous
surfaces. As a leader in safety, we
understand that one of the most
common causes of accidents is trips
and falls on floors. If this happens at
your workplace, you could be held
liable and the injured party could be
out of work for many months. Prevent
unnecessary accidents by using our
anti-slip and anti-fatigue flooring.
These Master Stop™ slip-resistant
tiles are designed to be resistant to
industrial chemicals, water exposure
and more. We also offer 2 inch side
and corner ramps.

CONTACT US FOR A SAMPLE AT 800-522-6566
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Each interlocking
12” x 12” tile has
two male side (tabs)
and two female sides
(slots). Male sides
and female sided are
at right angles to
each other

Order male edging
for female side of tile
and female edging for
male side of tile

14” Male Corner

14” Female Corner

Male and female
corner pieces are
14” long. Each corner
requires only one
corner piece. When
figuring your needs,
corner pieces overlap
in a clockwise
direction

12” Male Edging

12” Female Edging

To assemble tiles,
male side (tab)
inserts into female
side (slot)

With an extremely durable and
chemical resistant grid design, our standard
anti-slip safety tiles ensure maximum drainage and safe footing. As a leader in safety,
Sure-Foot knows that slipping on floors causes some of the most common accidents in
the home and workplace. Our
state-of-the-art non-slip industrial flooring
tiles provide maximum drainage, safe
footing, and comfort for your staff and
guests. Our non-slip flooring tiles are made
from PVC (polyvinyl chloride) plastic, which
is widely used in modern flooring because of
its comfortable feel on the feet and
because it prevents the buildup of microbes,
which again makes it ideal for hospitals,
restaurants and other establishments where
the maintenance of a germ-free
environment is essential.

14” Male Corner

No tools or adhesive
required for assembly

» Standard Non-coated
Safety Tile

12” Male Edging

MASTER STOP™
Safety Tiles Info

14” Female Corner

12” Female Edging

Warning: This product can expose you to chemicals including vinyl chloride monomer, carbon black
and/or di (2- ethylhexyl) phthalate which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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